
FREESTYLE DIGITAL MEDIA RELEASES
SUSPENSE-THRILLER “OUTRAGE” ON JUNE
18TH

Suspense-Thriller Directed by Mathieu Bonzon Sets Digital

Debut for North American VOD Platforms and DVD on June

18, 2024

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, UNITED STATES, June 18, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Freestyle Digital

Bringing OUTRAGE to life

was an unforgettable

journey, enriched by the

remarkable talent of our

local French crew and our

stellar international cast.”

Filmmaker Mathieu Bonzon

Media, the digital film distribution division of Byron Allen’s

Allen Media Group, has released the suspense/thriller

OUTRAGE, now available to rent/own on all North

American digital HD internet, cable, and satellite platforms,

as well as on DVD, starting on June 18, 2024.

OUTRAGE takes place at a secluded French chateau, where

Ivy, the young host of a right-wing news program finds

herself caught between a group of scheming nationalists

and a vengeful mother who blames them for the death of

her son. Gathering at this French château, a group of elite media and political personalities are

attending a private dinner party. Beneath the glitz and glamor lie dark conspiracies between an

extremist group and a burgeoning news media. As Ivy begins to unravel the tangled web of

secrets, the partygoers realize that they have stumbled into a deadly trap. At the center of it all

sits an unassuming mother with a mysterious agenda and revenge on her mind. The partygoers

must not only fight for the truth, but for their lives.

Directed by Mathieu Bonzon, OUTRAGE was written by R.F.I. Porto & Marlène Poste and based

on a story by Mathieu Bonzon and Marlène Poste. OUTRAGE was produced by Mathieu Bonzon

and Aurélien Bonzon under their MadPark Films banner and features an ensemble cast including

Julie Gayet (‘Alice’), Adelaide Kane (‘Ivy Brand’), Jay O Sanders (‘Frank Brand’), Clemens Schick

(‘Hesse’), Manuel Cauchi (‘Piero Deluca’), Victor Pontecorvo (‘Gaspar François’), Josiane Pinson

(‘Victoire Murat’), Victor Assié (‘Jean’), Matyas Simon (‘Serge’), and Sarah Mitchell (‘Joséphine

Goux’). Executive producers are Sarah Mitchell, Rory Haines, Allen Jo and R.F.I. Porto.

“Bringing OUTRAGE to life was an unforgettable journey, enriched by the remarkable talent of

our local French crew and our stellar international cast,” said filmmaker Mathieu Bonzon. “I am

http://www.einpresswire.com
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incredibly proud to see our film find its North American

home at Freestyle Digital Media and am eager for

audiences here to experience its intense drama and

suspense. This achievement is dedicated to my late

producing partner, Aurélien Bonzon, whose passion and

dedication were pivotal to this project. Though he is not

here to celebrate with us, his influence and spirit are

embedded in every frame of this film.”

Freestyle Digital Media negotiated the deal to acquire

OUTRAGE directly with Michaela Johnson-Carroll from

Film Mode Entertainment on behalf of the filmmakers.

OUTRAGE trailer:

www.youtube.com/watch?v=cYSX9lUNBmk

About Freestyle Digital Media

The digital distribution unit of Byron Allen’s Allen Media

Group, Freestyle Digital Media, is a premiere multi-

platform distributor with direct partnerships across all

major cable, satellite, digital and streaming platforms.

Capitalizing on a robust infrastructure, proven track

record, and a veteran sales team, Freestyle Digital Media

is a true home for independent films. Recent releases

include THE ROAD DOG starring comedian Doug

Stanhope, SURVIVE starring HBO’s GAME OF THRONES

star Sophie Turner and Corey Hawkins, the music

documentary profiling blues guitar legends Jimmie Vaughan and Stevie Ray Vaughan, BROTHERS

IN BLUES, DEAR ZOE starring Sadie Sink from the hit Netflix series STRANGER THINGS, Jessica

Capshaw and Theo Rossi. Other Freestyle Digital Media titles include BEST SUMMER EVER the

teen musical featuring a fully integrated cast and crew of people with and without disabilities,

produced by Jamie Lee Curtis, Maggie Gyllenhaal, Mary Steenburgen and Ted Danson, THE

WEDDING YEAR starring Sarah Hyland and Anna Camp, THE LAST PHOTOGRAPH starring Danny

Houston, UNTOGETHER starring Jamie Dornan, Jemima Kirke, Ben Mendelsohn, Alice Eve and

Billy Crystal, the action-comedy BETTER START RUNNING starring Academy Award-winner Jeremy

Irons and Maria Bello, THE BACHELORS starring Academy Award-winner J.K. Simmons, Julie Delpy

and Odeya Rush and the award-winning documentary HONDROS produced by Jamie Lee Curtis

and Jake Gyllenhaal.

For more information, visit:

www.allenmedia.tv

www.freestyledigitalmedia.tv
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